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Abstract

We study UK product market concentration and its relationship to labour pro-

ductivity from 1998 to 2018. We analyse this with administrative data on the

population of UK firms from the Business Structure Database (BSD). Our results

show that concentration is negatively related to productivity growth over the pe-

riod, but has no effect on productivity levels. However, over the period 1998-2018,

concentration increases have been small, so the extent to which concentration ex-

plains low productivity growth is limited.
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1 Introduction

Motivation

Figure 1 depicts the UK Productivity Puzzle. This plot – based on national accounts

data – has motivated significant academic, media and policy attention.
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Figure 1: UK Labour Productivity (Source: ONS)

There are two features to the UK Productivity Puzzle:

(i) A severe short-run decrease in productivity levels. Labour productivity fell 5%

from 2008 Q1 to 2009 Q1.

(ii) A stark decline in the growth rate of productivity after 2009. For example, from

1998-2002 there is roughly a 10% increase inproductivity, whereas from2014-2018

there is a 4% increase.

In other words, there is a levels puzzle and a growth puzzle.

Contribution

The paper makes three contributions:

(i) Document product market concentration in the UK (Figure 6). Finding: Aggre-

gate concentration has been flat over the sample period 1998-2018. There was
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an increase in concentration up to 2016 for a subsample that excludes financial

services.

(ii) Verify national accounts trends in labour productivity (Figure 1) are consistent

with aggregated firm-level trends (Figure 5).

(iii) Analyse the relationship between concentration and UK labour productivity (Ta-

ble 4). Finding: Concentration has a negative relationship with productivity.

Contribution (i) is simple but timely. Recently, product market concentration has

received widespread attention based on trends in the US and Europe, but there is

no definitive record of concentration behaviour in the UK.1 However, the UK has

population-wide data at the firm-level which records firms’ sales and sector. This is

more representative than proprietary data on publicly-listed firms that has prompted

recent discussions.

Contribution (ii) adds to existing evidence that the UK faces a productivity puzzle

by showing the puzzle exists with a different dataset.

Contribution (iii) is a testable hypothesis. Our hypothesis is that concentration

negatively relates to productivity because it weakens competition. If this is the case,

it could explain a portion of the UK’s weak productivity performance. This is a

natural relationship to study because concentration has been rising throughout similar

economies in Europe and theUS,whilst productivity has been low in theUK.However,

our analysis offers little support for this hypothesis. Our favoured specification finds a

statistically significant negative relationship between concentration and productivity,

but the economic significance is weak. The statistical significance does not hold-up to

different measures of concentration.
1The Department for Business (BEIS) published a statistical release (BEIS 2017) using the data that

we use. This has been analysed by the Resolution Foundation think-tank (Bell and Tomlinson 2018). We
return to the original data source and deepen the primary cleaning and coverage, so that we can report
more detailed results.
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Theory

Why should productivity and concentration be negatively related? The relationship be-

tween productivity and concentration is complicated. Concentration can positively or

negatively affect productivity. For example, concentration increases productivity if it

creates network effects, whereas it decreases productivity if it weakens competition (or

contestability). Furthermore, the relationship between concentration and productiv-

ity is a textbook example of the reverse-causality problem. That is, concentration may

cause productivity, but productivity may cause concentration. Our examples above

implicitly assume that concentration causesproductivity, either positively through scale

economies or negatively through competition. However, productivity may cause con-

centration. An example is that productivity and concentration are positively related

because a highly productive firm (or group of firms) acquire market share (and thus

concentration).

Concentration is frequently used tomeasure competition. Competition can improve

productivity through within-firm improvements, between-firm reallocation, innova-

tion and selection. The market selection channel occurs when competition causes

low productivity firms to exit, whereas reallocation refers to the process of compe-

tition shifting business from low productivity (or exiting) firms to high productivity

incumbents.

Data

WeanalyseUK labour productivity and concentration between 1997 and 2018 using the

Office of National Statistics (ONS) Business Structure Database (BSD). It is a firm-level

dataset consisting of approximately 2, 000, 000 firms per year. The data is collected

for tax purposes. The advantage of the data-set is the universal coverage of UK

firms. The disadvantage is the limited number of variables per firm. We know the

number of employees at a firm and its turnover, which allows us to approximate

labour productivity as turnover/employees. Also, we know the 2-digit sector that

a firm operates in which allows us to construct concentration in a sector based on
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turnovers. Lastly, we know the birth and death dates of firms which allows us to

construct net entry rates and control for firm age.2

Methodology

Given the data availability, we analyse reduced-form regressions of labour productivity

on concentration. We account for firm and year fixed effects and control for reverse

causality with lagged variables. We use interact concentration with net entry in order

to distinguish ‘good’ from ‘bad’ concentration. We analyse the two features of the UK

productivity puzzle (levels and growth) by using OLS and first-differences techniques.

Related Literature

There is an important distinction between studies of productivity at the firm-level

which then aggregate up, and studies that directly analyse aggregate data.

Competition

Many studies show that competition positively affects productivity (Bajgar et al. 2019).3

Disney, Haskel, and Heden (2003) show that half of improvement in labour produc-

tivity between 1980-1992 in UK manufacturing firms arises from competition due to

between-firm reallocation and market selection. Aghion et al. (2005) emphasize the

relationship between competition and innovation. They use UK ARD data to show an

inverted-U relationship between competition (Lerner Index) and R&D which proxies

productivity. Nickell (1996) shows that competition, measured by number of com-

petitors, increased TFP growth among a small sample of UK manufacturing firms.

Griffith (2001) verified this result across a broader range of UK industries using the

introduction of the EU single market to instrument competition.4 Griffith, Harrison,

2Constructing reliable net entry figures is an important contribution. It is possible becausewe observe
the population of UK firms. It is difficult to establish net entry figures in data-sets that sub-sample the
population because firms ‘enter’ and ‘exit’ the data-set for administrative reasons.

3The UK competition authority provides a detailed survey (Competition and Markets Authority
2015).

4Griffith (2001) used establishment data from 1980-1996.
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and Simpson (2010) expand this technique to a larger number of EU countries and

emphasize the positive effect of competition on R&D and in turn productivity growth.

UK Productivity Puzzle

The UK Productivity Puzzle has centred on labour productivity, but similar trends can

be found in TFP (Goodridge, Haskel, andWallis 2016). Labour productivity is the ratio

of a measure of output to a measure of labour input:

Labour Productivity �
Measure of Output

Measure of Labour Input
.

In 2008, UK output (measured by GDP) fell sharply whilst declines in labour inputs

were mild. This caused a severe drop in labour productivity. Typically declines in

output are followed by declines in labour input which cause productivity to recover.5

From 2011 to 2016, UK unemployment declined which increased labour input, whilst

output increased slowly this caused labour productivity to grow slowly (Riley, Rincon-

Aznar, and Samek 2018). Labour hoarding is thought to have had only a small effect

(Barnett et al. 2014). Goodridge, Haskel, and Wallis (2013) argue that skilled labour

was hoarded, but switched to producing intangible output that is poorly measured.

This would explain both the resilience of employment and the decline in observed

output.

Schneider (2018) shows that the UK’s weak productivity growth since the Great

Recession is caused by a slowing frontier of highly productive firms. Firms with

high productivity growth before the recession had much weaker productivity growth

after the recession. This differs from the established view that the UK suffers with

productivity laggards: too many small, unproductive firms dampening productivity

(Haldane 2017). These two explanations are noteworthy because they focus on opposite

ends of the productivity distribution.

Another contributor to the slow down in aggregate productivity was the fall in

5This is what happened in the US where there was an initial fall in productivity but quick recovery.
In the extreme case of Spain, labour input fell so severely that productivity increased despite a severe
decrease in GDP.
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within-firm productivity, particularly for single-employee firms (Du and Bonner 2016).

Crawford, Jin, and Simpson (2013) attributed the slow down in labour productivity to

fall in investment within firms. Entry and exit also had an effect. Firms that exited

were not low productivity relative to many that remained, and those that entered were

low productivity (Du and Bonner 2016). Riley, Rosazza-Bondibene, and Young (2015)

show that reallocation from low productivity to high productivity firms was inhibited

in the recovery from the Great Recession.

The gap between projected pre-crisis productivity growth and post-crisis actual

productivity growth in known as the labour productivity gap. Riley, Rincon-Aznar,

and Samek (2018) show that three-fifths of the gap can be explained by slowing produc-

tivity in three sectors: manufacturing; financial and insurance services; information

and communication services. These sectors had high growth rates before the crisis

which declined rapidly afterwards.

2 Data Description

2.1 Business Structure Database (BSD)

We use the Business Structure Database (BSD) to analyse concentration and labour

productivity. The BSD is based on the Inter-Departmental Business Register (IDBR),

which is a live register of data collected by HM Revenue and Customs via VAT and

Pay As You Earn (PAYE) records. The IDBR is obtained from the HM Customs and

Excise which registers traders for Value added Tax (VAT) purposes and the Inland

Revenue which registers employers for Pay As You Earn (PAYE) purposes. The IDBR

data are complimented with data from ONS business surveys. If a business is liable

for VAT (turnover exceeds the VAT threshold of £85,000 in 2018) and/or has at least

one member of staff registered for the PAYE tax collection system, then the business

will appear on the IDBR (and hence in the BSD).
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2.1.1 Coverage and Variables

The BSD has an extensive coverage of UK firm population. The ONS (2006) reports

that in 2006 firms in the IDBR covered 99% of business activity in the UK.6 Only very

small businesses, such as the self-employed are not in the IDBR. The data is divided

into ‘enterprises’ and ‘local units’.7 An enterprise is the overall business organisation

which includes one or more local unit. A local unit is a ‘plant’, such as a factory, shop,

branch or warehouse. ONS (2006) estimates that 97% of enterprises in the BSD consist

of one local unit. For each enterprise, data are available on employment, turnover,

foreign ownership, and industrial activity based on Standard Industrial Classification

(SIC) 2003 or SIC 2007. Year of ‘birth’ (company start-up date) and ‘death’ (termination

date) are also included, as well as postcodes for both enterprises and their local units.

2.1.2 Panel Construction & Variable Construction

Prior to 2007, the IDBR data classify enterprises based on the Standard Industrial

Classification (SIC 2003) codes. From 2007, enterprise classification in the UK changed

to the SIC 2007 classification. There are significant differences between SIC 2003

and SIC 2007 and there are discontinuities in some sector definitions. We use an

ONS look up table to convert SIC 2003 codes to the equivalent SIC 2007 code. We

deflate turnover using the ONS deflator which is available at two-digit SIC 2007 level

or three-digit in some cases. We focus on enterprise level data and measure labour

productivity as turnover per employee. Concentration is measured by both HHI Index

and concentration ratios of largest businesses. To avoid our analysis being influenced

by discontinuities and changes in the two-digit SIC code, some descriptive analysis

is carried out at one-digit sector level. Following Du and Bonner (2016) and UKDS

(2014), we generate an entry and exit variable for firms. Entry is the first year that a

firm is recorded as being active and records employees and turnover as non-zero or

6Our calculations show that BSD employment accounts for 98% of aggregate UK employment data
reported by the Office of National Statistics (ONS).

7The BSD includes data on group ownership. A group is the owner of several enterprises. Enterprises
consist of one or more local units. The group information explains who own whom. However, data is
collected at enterprise level.
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missing. Exit is the first year the firm is recorded as being inactive having being active

the previous year or the first year a firm records turnover and employees as zero or

missing.

2.1.3 Data Cleaning, Outliers & Sub-sample

We follow the procedure of Du and Bonner (2016) and the UKDS (2014) to generate a

longitudinal BSD database for our analysis. We exclude inactive firms, firms with no

employees or turnover data and firms with no entry and exit year from the BSD. We

also consider a full sample and a sub-sample of the dataset. Table 1 lists the subsectors

we consider in each sample.8 The subsample excludes subsectors that are known

to be poorly measured, or subsectors in which using turnover to represent output is

misleading.9

Table 1: Full Sample and Sub-sample
Full Sample Sub-sample
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing (A)
Mining and Quarrying (B)
Manufacturing (C) Manufacturing (C)
Electricity, Gas, Steam and A/C (D)
Water Supply and Waste Management (E)
Construction (F) Construction (F)
Wholesale, Retail and Motor Trade (G) Wholesale, Retail and Motor Trade (G)
Transport and Storage (H) Transport and Storage (H)
Accommodation and Catering (I) Accommodation and Catering (I)
Information and Communication (J) Information and Communication (J)
Financial and Insurance Services (K)
Property (Real estate Activities) (L)
Professional, Science and Tech. (M) Professional, Science and Tech. (M)
Administrative and Support Services (N) Administrative and Support Services (N)
Public Administration (O)
Education (P)
Human Health and Social Work (Q)
Other Services (R) & (S) Other Services (R) & (S)

8The ONS refers to industries at this level of disaggregation as subsectors. They are given alphabetic
labels by the ONS, which we add in parenthesis in the table.

9The subsample contributes half of aggregate sales and a third of employment, see figures. The finan-
cial sector accounts for the largest turnover in aggregate UK BSD turnover followed by the Wholesale
sector. In the case of employees, Education, Public Administration, Human Health represent a signif-
icant portion of employment and accounts for the difference between the full sample and subsample
aggregate employees.
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2.1.4 Timing

The BSD data for each year is captured from the IDBR in March and released in

September. Figure 2 illustrates the period of economic activity recorded for a firm in a

given BSD snapshot. The important point is that a submission for a firm in a given BSD

period will correspond to economic activity that pre-dates the BSD year. This is more

problematic if the firm submits accounts to HMRC shortly after the BSD snapshot is

taken.

Months
Firm A submits

June 2013

BSD Snapshot
March 2013

BSD Snapshot
March 2014

HMRC submissions recorded
in BSD 2014

Economic activity July 2012 - June 2013
corresponding to Firm A submission

Figure 2: Time Period Covered by BSD Snapshots

In Figure 2 we assume that the accounts submitted by Firm A in June 2013 cor-

respond to the immediately preceding 12 months. However, a firm may delay the

submission of their accounts for up to 2 or more months after they have been com-

pleted. Therefore accounts submitted toHMRCwill not necessarily represent economic

activity up to the date of submission. For mismeasurement in our data, the worst case

scenario is that a firm submits accounts in April 2013 – just after the BSD March 2013

snapshot – for accounts that were finalised in February or earlier. These accounts cover

the 12 months of economic activity from March 2012 to February 2013 but would be

recorded in BSD 2014. Therefore economic activity that took place in 2012 is recorded

in BSD 2014.10
10Du and Bonner (2016) also estimates the lag on the BSD turnover datamay be approximately 2 years.
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2.2 Aggregate Data

In this section we give an overview of the BSD data. We aggregate the firm-level data

and study how the broad trends compare to well-known aggregate trends.

Some aggregate trends are affected by measurement changes. This particularly

affects aggregate variables that sum over the number of firms rather than expressing

as per firm. Although the BSD covers the near population of firms there are jumps in

coverage when a set of new firms is added. Additional firms were added in 2008, 2012,

2014 and 2015. In 2008, PAYE firms were added. In 2012, other firms were added due

to HMRC update. In 2014 and 2015, a lot of firms were registered for PAYE.

2.2.1 Sales, Employees and Labour Productivity

First we show the underlying components of labour productivity which is the ratio of

sales to employees, and then labour productivity itself. These three plots reassure us

that the firm-level data captures the main trends in the aggregate data.

Figure 3 presents aggregate sales in the BSD in nominal values and in 2016 prices.11

Aggregate sales is the sum across the ≈ 2m firms in a given year. At face-value, it

will be affected by changes in the coverage of the data for a given year, in addition to

true economic changes. Since sales is our proxy for output which is usually measured

by GDP or GVA, it should broadly correspond to GDP tends.12 This seems to be the

case. Both samples show an upward trend in aggregate sales over the 2000s with a

dip in 2010-2011 that (given the timing considerations of the BSD) corresponds to the

recession period of 2008-2009.13

11Price adjustment for the real series are applied at the 2-digit level before aggregation. The price
deflators for each 2-digit industry are given by the ONS.

12Sales are a flawed proxy for GDP because they include the value of intermediate goods. This creates
double-counting that is exacerbatedwhen there are firmswith long value-chains. The BSDonly includes
sales data. There is no information on value-added. We discuss these problems in the appendix.

13Due to BSD timings, we might expect a lag of 2 years which means economic activities in 2009 goes
mostly to 2011 BSD records. In addition, in 2008, there were changes in BSD firm composition as PAYE
only based firms were added to the BSD.
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Figure 3: Aggregate Real Sales (BSD, 1998-2017)

Figure 4 shows aggregate employment data in the BSD. It also reflects documented

aggregate trends. Comparing BSD employment data to aggregate UK employment

data shows that firms in the BSD covers about 98% of total UK aggregate employment.

As at the first quarter of 2018, UK employment was 32.34 million while BSD employ-

ment data captured in march 2018 was 31.64 million. The trends in BSD employment

is similar to aggregate employment with a lag of one year. Before 2010, aggregate UK

employment was at its peak in 2008 while aggregate BSD employment was at its peak

in 2009. This shows the firms in the BSD covers a significant portion of UK business

activity.
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Figure 4: Aggregate Employees (BSD, 1998-2017)

Figure 5 plots aggregate labour productivity according to the BSD data. Labour

productivity is calculated as aggregate real turnover divided by aggregate employees

in a given year.14 Both samples capture a peak in labour productivity in 2010 followed

by a stark decline and subsequently low growth. The subsample captures the pre-crisis

period better than the full sample which shows sharply declining productivity from

1998-2009. In the sub-sample, there is steady growth in labour productivity over the

2000s, which declines in tandemwith theGreat Recession, and follows a slower growth

path after 2011.15 In both samples, the significant increase in labour productivity in

2010 is due to the increase in sales which was accompanied by a slight fall in the

number of employees.

14In a supplementary graphs appendix we plot average labour productivity across firms. That is, we
calculate firm-level productivity and then take the simple mean across all firms. The trend is similar.

15Remember that 2011 in the BSD is capturing economic activity for 2009 and 2010.
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Figure 5: Aggregate Labour Productivity (BSD, 1998-2017)

2.2.2 Concentration

Concentration ratios (CRN) represent the market share of the biggest N firms. For

example, CR10 is the market share of the ten largest firms. Figure 6 shows that

aggregate measures of concentration are broadly decreasing in the UK over the period

1998-2018. There is an increase in concentration from 2009-2010 which typically occurs

when firms exit during recession. The CR5 measure fluctuates around the 5% level

from 2008 onwards. The implication is that one twentieth of all sales in the UK go

through the largest five firms.16

16In a supplementary graphs appendix we plot average CR5 across the main sectors. We weight each
sector by its revenue share and find similar results.
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Figure 6: Concentration Ratios for Full Sample (BSD, 1998-2017)

Figure 7 shows that in the subsample concentration ratios increase up to 2016 but

declined rapidly 2016-2018. In the case of CR5 there is a doubling of concentration

from 4% to 10% from 1998-2016.
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Figure 7: Concentration Ratios for Subsample (BSD, 1998-2017)

2.2.3 Net entry

Figure 8 shows aggregate firm dynamics patterns for the full sample. Entry and

exit co-move except in recessionary period when entry declines and exit increases.

Between 2008-2011, there was an fall in the number of firms entering and an increase
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in the number of firms exiting, so net entry became negative. Entry rates have been

increasing since 2013. The ONS suggests that some of this is due to an increase in the

number of firms registered for PAYE.
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Figure 8: Aggregate Entry and Exit Rate for Full Sample (BSD, 1999-2017)

3 Methodology

We use a regression analysis to examine the relationship between concentration and

productivity. The dependent variable is labour productivity and themain independent

variable is concentration. Also, we include independent variables to control for other

factors that influence firm productivity, namely firm size (employment), market share

and age. Our basic regression specification is:

Productivityı t � α  + αt + β1Concentration t−1 + β2Net Entry t−1

+ β3(Concentration t−1 ×Net Entry t−1) + γxı t + εı t (1)

The subscript  indicates a sector and ı indicates a firm.17 Concentration and Net

Entry are sector-level variables, whereas the variable x is a vector of firm-level control

variables. The firm-level controls are market share, firm size and firm age.18 The

17We consider two-digit SIC sectors which follows Aghion et al. 2005. There are 85 sectors.
18The specification of controls follows Nickell 1996.
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dependent variable, productivity, is also at the firm level. We include an industry

constant (α ) and a year constant (αt) to control for unobserved industry and year

fixed effects. We account for within-cluster error correlation by clustering standard

errors at the sector level. Table 2 reports the measure that we use for each variable

in specification 1. Our main measure of concentration is CR5, though we test the

Table 2: Variables and Corresponding Measure in the Data

Variable Measure Unit

Productivity log
(
Real Salesı t
Employeesı t

)
Log

Concentration CR5 t−1 % of market

Net Entry Births t−1−Deaths t−1
Firms t−1

Fraction of active firms

Market Share Real Salesı t
Real Sales t × 100 % of market

Age Birth Dateı  −Death Dateı  Years

Size log
(
Employeesı t

)
Log

alternative in the appendix sensitivity analysis. We use CR5, rather than CR10, CR20,

CR50 or HHI, because a lower number of firms better captures weak competition.19

Concentration could capture the effect of competition or scale economies. Com-

petition would make the coefficient negative, whereas scale economies would make

the coefficient positive. Scale economies, such as network effects, mean that a larger

concentration of the market among a smaller number of firms is advantageous. By

including market share and firm size as separate controls, we hold these effects con-

stant. Therefore controlling for firm size and market share leave concentration as a

good indicator of competition.

However, even if we control for factors that make concentration a weak indicator of

competition, there remains a reverse-causality problem in regression specification (1).

Increased concentration causes productivity to decrease if it causes anti-competitive be-

haviour. However, increased productivity causes increased concentration if productive

19It is easier to sustain anti-competitive practice with fewer firms, so we should be more interested in
a high market share among a small number of firms. We perform a sensitivity analysis of our results to
alternative measures of concentration.
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firms increase their market share. The former relationship implies a negative causal

relationship from increased concentration to decreased productivity, whereas the lat-

ter relationship implies a positive causal relationship from increased productivity to

increased market power. To account for this we use a lagged measure of concentra-

tion. The idea is that concentration last period accounts for competition and therefore

productivity next period. But vice-versa does not hold, future productivity does not

cause past concentration.

We include Net Entry as an alternative indicator of competition in an industry. Net

entry should keep incumbent firms operating efficiently. Therefore we would expect it

to have a positive coefficient. Similarly to concentration, net entry also suffers from the

reverse-causality problem. That is, net entry might increase productivity because it

keeps incumbent firms operating efficiently. However, highly productivity industries

may encouragemore entry.20 Both directions of causality imply a positive relationship.

To eliminate the reverse-causality between labour productivity and net entry, we use

the lag measures of net entry in our specifications.

We include a ‘Concentration ×Net Entry’ interaction term. There are two interpre-

tations of the interaction term: the relationship between productivity and net entry

depends on concentration or the relationship between productivity and concentration

depends on net entry. We expect that when net entry is high then an industry does

not face weak competition. Therefore the effect of concentration on productivity will

be less negative when net entry is high (and could be positive if the presence of con-

centration occurs when there is high net entry as concentration is increasing due to

highly productivity firms out-competing entrants). Conversely, if net entry is low this

implies little competition so the effect of concentration should be more negative.21 In

other words, we use net entry as an indicator of whether concentration is taking place

for ‘good’ (productive frontier) or ‘bad’ (anti-competitive behaviour) reasons.

20This could be because of a new technology. If technological innovations are industry-specific, this
is controlled for in by the fixed effects. The problem would be more prominent with an aggregate
industry-wide technology improvement.

21The alternative interpretation is that the effect of net entry will vary depending on the level of
concentration. When concentration is very high, net entry should have a stronger positive effect on
productivity.
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3.1 Estimation Techniques

We estimate regression 1 using OLS and first-difference techniques. First-differences

account for unobservable firm-specific effects and industry-specific time trends. Weuse

first-differences instead of fixed effects as somefirms change two-digit SIC classification

over the period.22 Since the dependent variable in the first-difference model is the

difference in log productivity (which is approximately a growth rate when multiplied

by 100), then coefficients can be interpreted as affecting the growth rate of productivity.

Since in the OLS regression, the dependent variable is log of the productivity level,

the coefficients should be interpreted as affecting the levels of productivity (in percent

terms).

4 Results

4.1 Ordinary Least Squares Estimation

Table 3 shows the results from OLS regressions of four specifications. The first row

shows that the lagged concentration ratio has no significant effect on labour produc-

tivity for all specifications. Net entry has no effect on productivity except in column 4

where sector and year fixed effects are not controlled for. The interaction term between

concentration and net entry is also insignificant. Market share has strongly significant

positive effect.23 Age increases productivity, but at a decreasing rate, and firm size

(employment) decreases productivity at an increasing rate. Therefore older firms are

more productive than younger firms and smaller firms aremore productive than larger

firms.
22The BSD sometimes re-classify enterprises based on local unit activity. Converting from SIC 2003

to SIC 2007 also leads to SIC reclassification.
23This could be due to scale economies or high labour productivity firms increasing market share

market share i.e. reverse causality.
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Table 3: Dependent Variable: Log Labor Productivity
1 2 3 4 5

CR5t−1 -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0005 0.0040 -0.0004
(0.0010) (0.0010) (0.0010) (0.0027) 0.0010

Net Entryt−1 -0.195 -0.179 0.186** -0.197
(0.207) (0.209) (0.080) (0.207)

CR5t−1 ×Net Entryt−1 -0.0010 -0.0041 -0.0009
(0.0016) (0.0029) (0.0016)

Market Sharet 0.216*** 0.203***
(0.0435) (0.0403)

Firm Aget 0.0156*** 0.0096***
(0.0048) (0.0028)

Firm Age2
t -0.0003** -0.0002***

(0.0001) (0.00006)

Firm Sizet -0.137** -0.147***
(0.0625) (0.0503)

Firm Size2
t 0.0108 0.0169*

(0.0106) (0.0090)

Industry FE X X X x X
Year FE X X X x X

N 35,041,501 35,041,501 35,041,501 35,041,501 35,041,501
R2 0.096 0.096 0.097 0.014 0.106

Clusters 85 85 85 85 85
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
Note: Standard errors are clustered at industry level. Sales are constant 2016 values.
CR5, net entry and market share are measured at SIC industry level.

4.2 First-difference Estimation

In thefirst-difference results thedependent variable is thedifference in logproductivity.

A change in this variable, multiplied by 100, is approximately the growth rate in

productivity. Therefore the results in this regression speak to the growth element of

the productivity puzzle. Our favoured specification for this paper is Table 4 column 3.

That is the fully-specified model estimated with first-differences.

The results in table 4 show a statistically significant negative relationship between

concentration and labour productivity in columns 1 to 3. Higher concentration levels

are associatedwith lower labour productivity growth in an industry. Our interpretation

of this negative relationship is that concentration reduces competition which reduces
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productivity through: low investment, under-production, innovation and protection

of low productivity incumbents (i.e. market selection).

The coefficient on CR5 in table 4 is -0.0004. This implies that if CR5 (market share

of top 5 firms) level increases by ten percentage points, labour productivity growth

decreases by 0.4%.24 Figure 7 shows CR5 increasing five percentage points from 1998

to 2016 in aggregate. This could explain a 0.2% fall in productivity growth over the

period.

Net entry has a positive relationship with concentration. This is what we would

expect if net entry represents competitive pressures that keep incumbents operating

efficiently.25 The coefficients of market share, firm age and firm size show that firms

with higher market share and smaller firms are more productive.

4.2.1 Specific Sector Regressions: Other Services & Production

In columns 4 and 5 of table 4, we examine the effect of concentration on productivity

by sector. We analyse the two largest sectors, namely the Production sector in column

4 and the Other Services sector in column 5.26 The results show opposing effects of

concentration on labour productivity across the two sectors. In Other Services there

is an insignificant effect of concentration on productivity, whereas there is a positive

effect in the Production sector.

Concentration may be beneficial for productivity in the production sector due to

scale economies and agglomeration economies. If firms pay a large overhead cost to

operate, then excessive distribution of economic activity across small firms will under-

utilise the overhead and damage productivity. Hence more concentrated economic

activity improves productivity because the concentrated activity allows the firms to

fully-utilise their fixed investments. In the production sector, net entry has a negative

24We mean a CR percentage points rise in units of CR (say from 5% of market share to 15% of market
share) not a percentage rise of 10% (implying CR5 increasing 5% to 5.5%).

25Weexplain in themethodology section thatweuse lagnet entry in order to rule out the reverse-casual
channel (productive industries cause firms to enter) that would also create a positive relationship.

26These two sectors are the one-digit sectors comprising most two-digit industries. In addition,
they are the largest 1-digit sectors, both in aggregate turnover and employment terms. Other Services
accounts for 50% of total turnover and Production 15%.
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relationship with productivity. This means as entry increases, productivity falls in the

sector.

In the services sector, net entry has a positive effect on productivity which indicates

incumbents respond to competition from new entrants by improving productivity.

Younger firms are also more productive than older firms in this sector.

In the production sector the interaction term indicates a negative relationship be-

tween concentration and productivity that is worse when net entry is high. Hence

during a boom, with high net entry, concentration damages productivity more than in

a recession with low or negative net entry.

Table 4: The Effect of CR5 on Log Labour Productivity
All Firms All Firms All Firms Other Services Production

1 2 3 4 5

∆ CR5t−1 -0.0004** -0.0004* -0.0004* -0.0004 0.0003**
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0002)

∆ Net Entryt−1 0.109** 0.107** 0.107** 0.159*** -0.0734**
(0.0541) (0.0532) (0.0496) (0.0535) (0.0311)

∆( CR5t−1 ×Net Entryt−1) 0.0001 0.00005 0.0006 -0.0014***
(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0005)

∆Market Sharet 0.188*** 0.302*** 0.107***
(0.0329) (0.0419) (0.0281)

∆ Firm Aget 0.0027 -0.0055* 0.0019
(0.0029) (0.0031) (0.0028)

∆ Firm Age2
t -0.00009 0.0001 -0.00007

(0.00007) (0.00009) (0.00005)

∆ Firm Sizet -0.569*** -0.527*** -0.627***
(0.0371) (0.0222) (0.0510)

∆ Firm Size2
t -0.0007 -0.0068 0.0075

(0.0053) (0.0075) (0.0095)

Industry FE X X X X X
Year FE X X X X X

N 28,845,009 28,845,009 28,845,009 14,384,351 3,179,205
R2 0.03 0.03 0.11 0.09 0.15

Clusters 85 85 85 39 37
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1. Regressions are in first difference.
Note: Standard errors are clustered at industry level. Sales are constant 2016 values.
CR5, net entry and market share are measured at SIC industry level.
Dependent variable is log labour productivity.
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5 Conclusion

We find evidence that product market concentration and labour productivity growth

are negatively related in the UK over the period 1998-2018. Although the statistically

significant negative relationship holds for various model specifications, the economic

significance of the result is limited. The implied increases in concentration required

to explain a significant portion of the fall in productivity growth are significantly

larger than the modest increases in concentration that we document. Hence the extent

to which concentration can explain low productivity growth is small. Furthermore,

concentration is not able to explain any of labour productivity in levels and the negative

growth result is not robust to broader definitions of concentration.

Future work should investigate more sophisticated measures of market power (i.e.

price-cost-margin markups) and productivity (i.e. TFP).27 However, the usefulness of

our exercise should not be overlooked given the prevalence of concentration measures

in the policy and commentary world, and the current interest in concentration trends

elsewhere in the world. Furthermore, the simple measures we use allow us analyse

the near population of UK firms, whereas more sophisticated approaches require

richer variable detail and therefore a smaller subset of the population for which these

variables are available.

27Hwang and Savagar 2020 investigate this topic.
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A Data

Table 5: Two-digit SIC, Sector and Sub-sector classification
Sector Abbr. SIC07 Sub-sectors
Production PD 1-39 Agriculture ,Forestry and Fishing (A),

Mining and Quarrying (B),
Manufacturing (C),
Electricity, Gas, Steam and A/C (D),
Water Supply and Waste Management (E).

Construction CN 41-43 Construction (F)
Catering CA 55-56 Accommodation and Catering (I)
Motor trade MT 45-45 Wholesale, Retail and Motor Trade (G)
Retail RE 47-47 Wholesale, Retail and Motor Trade (G)
Wholesale WH 46-46 Wholesale, Retail and Motor Trade (G)
Property PR 68-68 Property (Real estate Activities (L))
Other services ST 49-96* Transport and Storage (H),

Information and Communication (J),
Financial and Insurance Services (K),
Professional, Science and Tech.Activities
(M),
Administrative and Support Services (N),
Public Administration (O)
Education (P),
Human Health and Social Work (Q),
Other Services (R & S).

This table is based on ONS SIC 2007 codes and Classifications.

Table 6: Summary Statistics
Variables Obs. Mean Median SD

Firm Productivity (Log) 41,687,563 11.237 11.263 1.034
CR 5 42,390,258 17.029 14.049 11,969
Net Entry 42,390,258 0.043 0.013 0.165
Market Share 42,390,258 0.004 0.0002 0.172
Firm Age 42,390,258 10.37 7.00 9.75
Firm Size (Number of Employees) 41,770,767 12.824 2.00 420.145

Table 6 presents summary statistics of variables used in the regression. The mean

and median variables of labour productivity shows the distribution is a slightly neg-

ative skewed with mean less than median. Taking the exponential of the mean and

median (which are in logs) shows that the average firm productivity is £75,000, which

implies the average worker generates £75,000 sales. CR5 shows average concentration
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ratios of all two-digit industries in the BSD. On average, the top 5 firms accounts for

about 32% of turnover activities in an industry. The difference between firms that enter

and exit two-digit industries on average is 4.3% of total firms in the industries. Market

share shows that on average, a firm accounts for 0.004% of sales in each two-digit

industry. Average firm age is 10 years while the average number of employee is 12.82.

Number of employees (firm size) has a positively skewed distribution with median

firm size of 2 employees.

Table 7: Annual Aggregate BSD Data

Year Enterprises Entry Exit Employees
Real Sales

(£m)
Services

(%)
Production

(%)
1997 1,076,853 18,234,820 5,173,309 69.25 13.11
1998 1,323,189 252,976 65,833 19,386,758 4,665,750 64.03 13.96
1999 1,457,493 186,378 152,167 19,987,524 4,710,995 62.13 14.31
2000 1,529,447 206,478 171,039 20,490,604 4,546,912 62.97 14.24
2001 1,591,864 211,753 179,358 20,753,788 4,115,164 57.98 17.08
2002 1,637,890 201,257 221,751 21,718,816 3,910,531 54.85 17.73
2003 1,661,684 215,263 201,896 22,305,420 3,635,032 50.15 18.29
2004 1,760,662 266,059 224,877 22,733,102 4,179,854 56.55 15.41
2005 1,810,219 247,963 204,808 23,479,928 4,199,320 54.95 15.62
2006 1,879,320 246,344 203,362 23,980,542 4,028,345 52.84 16.05
2007 1,952,491 249,465 205,239 24,621,632 4,127,223 51.26 16.69
2008 2,064,744 283,558 244,176 25,450,292 4,232,536 52.20 14.65
2009 2,067,065 209,710 257,277 25,879,404 4,341,942 50.47 15.40
2010 2,029,560 189,212 257,003 25,961,410 4,646,952 50.63 15.31
2011 1,989,880 189,824 238,329 25,892,344 4,267,917 52.26 15.37
2012 2,051,241 256,630 195,104 26,429,918 4,441,135 53.11 15.24
2013 2,115,097 230,852 235,073 27,010,132 4,514,727 52.74 15.75
2014 2,217,154 304,836 214,686 28,040,882 4,793,381 51.20 15.60
2015 2,348,622 316,604 223,760 29,055,168 5,119,563 49.70 16.35
2016 2,476,567 320,553 231,648 29,812,030 5,300,983 50.21 15.47
2017 2,636,365 356,294 262,859 30,723,874 5,125,200 53.41 14.51
2018 2,712,851 307,201 324,638 31,664,144 5,588,425 56.73 12.99
Services and Production shows the contribution of services and production one-digit
sector to aggregate BSD real sales

A.1 Limitations of the BSD Data

A row in our dataset is a firm in a given year. As economists we think of a firm as

a production function (an entity which combines inputs to produce outputs) – labour

to produce turnover in our data. However, in practice some firms may exist only for
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Table 8: Distribution of Firm Size in Terms of Employees (2015)
Employees Firms Percent Cum. Real Sales (£m)
1 1,060,525 45.43 45.43 153,786
2 406,316 17.41 62.84 109,225
3 187,666 8.04 70.88 67,827
4 124,764 5.34 76.22 72,063
5 87,978 3.77 79.99 53,954
6 to 10 215,051 9.21 89.2 229,694
11 to 20 128,081 5.49 94.69 248,639
21 to 30 41,996 1.8 96.49 122,748
31 to 40 21,425 0.92 97.41 108,212
41 to 50 12,710 0.54 97.95 128,132
51 to 100 24,674 1.06 99.01 277,719
101+ 23,134 0.99 100 3,501,423
Total 2,334,320 100

Table 9: Distribution of Firm Size in Terms of Sales (2015)

Sales (£) Firms Percent Cum.
Real Sales
(£’million) Employees

0-5,000 37,969 1.62 1.62 94 77,855
5,000-10,000 25,513 1.09 2.70 213 42,755
10,001- 20,000 45,527 1.94 4.64 728 75,843
20,001- 50,000 228,764 9.74 14.38 8,752 327,214
50,001-100,000 591,252 25.17 39.56 46,257 998,451
100,001-200,000 580,682 24.72 64.28 84,006 1,400,068
200,001-500,000 439,756 18.72 83.00 141,726 2,086,626
500,001-1,000,000 176,710 7.52 90.53 127,279 1,735,846
1,000,001-2,000,000 100,718 4.29 94.82 143,580 1,735,349
2,000,001-5,000,000 68,069 2.9 97.72 213,849 2,274,852
5,000,001-10,000,000 25,441 1.08 98.80 180,066 1,834,762
10,000,001-100,000,000 24,420 1.04 99.84 665,594 6,009,688
100,000,001 and above 3,801 0.16 100 3,507,418 10,455,858
Total 2,348,622 100

accounting purposes.

A.1.1 Double-counting

Sales data is subject to double-counting problems when there are long value chains.

Each company in a value chain counts the whole sale as revenue. The addition of

that product to the economy (defined as total revenue) explodes as the value chain
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gets longer.28 For example, the firm 1 makes £100,000 widgets recording £100,000 in

revenue when it then sells these to the next firm in the chain (firm 2). Firm 2 markets

the widgets adding £50,000 of marketing value, sells the marketed widgets on for

£150,000. Therefore the original £100,000 is recorded twice. With value-added data we

would record £100,000 for firm 1 and £50,000 for firm 2. But with sales data we record

£100,000 for firm 1 and £150,000 for firm 2.

A.1.2 Special-purpose Entity / Vehicle

A special-purpose entity (US) or vehicle (UK) is a legal entity (usually a limited com-

pany of some type or, sometimes, a limited partnership) created to fulfill narrow,

specific or temporary objectives. SPEs are typically used by companies to isolate the

firm from financial risk. Since these entities appear in the data as new firms they can

lead to misleading results – they are not firms in the way economists think of a firm (as

a production function), which can lead to misleading results. They typically appear as

single employee firms with a huge amount of turnover in one year.

A.1.3 Disguised Employees, Contracting, Off-Payroll Working and IR35

A prevalent practice in the UK is off-payroll working. The rules relating to this are

known as IR35 to the HMRC. Not all contracting is illegal. There can be significant tax

benefits for both employee and employer to register their own company. This occurs

when an employee works at a single firm but sets themselves up as a company that

charges the employing firm for their labour. In the data on revenues this output will

be recorded twice. Once as the individual employees firm who records their pay as

sales in their business, but again their work adds to the revenues of the company they

are working for, whereas with value-added data this contribution of the worker would

be accounted for as it would be offset as a cost.

28A future solution to the double-counting problem is to useHMRCdatalabVATdata. This alternative
dataset includes VAT inputs. Therefore, revenues from the BSD less inputs gets closer to value-added.
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B Sensitivity Analysis

B.1 Other Concentration Measures

Table 10 shows the effect of concentration on productivity using other measures of

concentration. The concentration ratio (CRN measures) capture market share of the N

top firmswith the highest market shares while the HHI index represents concentration

from all firms in the sector. The result shows other measures of concentration have

no effect on productivity. This means only the market share of the top 5 firms has an

effect on the productivity of firms in the sector. In all specifications, we find that net

entry and market share increase productivity, while firm size reduces productivity.

This means smaller firms are more productive than larger firms as in table 4.
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Table 10: The Effect of Different Measures of Concentration on Log Labor Productivity
CR10 CR20 CR50 HHI
1 2 3 4

∆ Concentrationt−1 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.000007
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.000005)

∆ Net Entryt−1 0.107** 0.107** 0.109** 0.112**
(0.0494) (0.0492) (0.0492) (0.0508)

∆( Concentrationt−1 ×Net Entryt−1) 0.00005 0.00003 -0.00001 -0.000003
(0.0003) (0.0004) (0.00004) (0.000005)

∆Market Sharet 0.188*** 0.188*** 0.188*** 0.188***
(0.0329) (0.0329) (0.0329) (0.0329)

∆ Firm Aget 0.00274 0.00275 0.00276 0.00274
(0.00296) (0.00296) (0.00296) (0.00296)

∆ Firm Age2
t -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001

(0.00008) (0.00008) (0.00008) (0.00008)

∆ Firm Sizet -0.569*** -0.569*** -0.569*** -0.569***
(0.0371) (0.0371) (0.0371) (0.0371)

∆ Firm Size2
t -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.0007

(0.0053) (0.0053) (0.0053) (0.0053)

Industry FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X

N 28,845,009 28,845,009 28,845,009 28,845,009
R2 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11

Clusters 85 85 85 85
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1. Regressions are in first difference.
Note: Standard errors are clustered at industry level. Sales are constant 2016 values.
Concentration, net entry and market share are measured at SIC industry level.
Dependent variable is log labour productivity.
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C Additional Graphs

Figure 9 showsweighted concentrationmeasures by sector. Sector concentration ratios

are weighted by sector sales in total BSD sales. The figure shows similar trends with

aggregate BSD concentration ratios.

Figure 9: One digit sector Weighted Concentration Ratios (BSD, 1998-2017)

Figure 10 shows that average labour productivity has a decreasing trend. Average

labour productivity takes the average of labour productivity at the firm-level across all

firms. That is,
y1
l1
+

y2
l2
+...+

yN
lN

N where N is number of firms and yi for i ∈ 1, ...,N is revenue

of a firm and li is employees at a firm. Du and Bonner (2016) argued that this fall

in average labour productivity could be due to the increase in single employee firms

which have experienced a fall in labour productivity over time. The fall in average

labour productivity in 2011 which was sustained till 2016 might be attributed to the

financial crises.
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Figure 10: Average Firm Labour Producitivity (BSD, 1998-2017)

Figure 11 aggregate nominal and real sales. This shows the effect of deflating

nominal sales with the ONS 2016 deflator. We use real sales throughout our analysis.
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Figure 11: Aggregate Sales Real Vs Nominal (BSD, 1998-2017)
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